Dedicated to the memory of Irving M. Copi, the twelfth edition of "Introduction to Logic" retains its breadth of coverage, while breaking new ground with a compelling new design and inclusion of new pedagogic features to help students in their study of logic. This new edition goes further than any previous edition--or competing logic text--in assisting students with their mastery of logic!

NEW to "Introduction to Logic," Twelfth Edition! New material--Additional coverage of conditional proofs; new category for fallacies of defective induction; separated treatment of classic syllogistic logic and modern symbolic logic "VISUAL LOGIC" feature--Clear and vivid illustrations provided to clarify challenging logic topics Marginal definitions--Helps students define terms while reading Summary tables--Over 30 "OVERVIEWS" to help students review material at a glance New student supplemet--Available to package with new texts, "LogicNotes with Practice Problems" provides a Notebook with numerous practice problems and solutions (Package ISBN: 013-163729-0) "e"Logic--Prentice Hall's "new" CD-ROM-based logic tutorial Prentice Hall has revised its tutorial to provide students with over 800 exercises, drawn from the text, plus the tools students need to solve logic problems. Students can work problems, including diagramming arguments, creating Venn diagrams, constructing truth tables. And now students can build and check proofs! See the walk-through in this book or visit www.prenhall.com/philosophy for more information!
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